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Outline of Talk
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workshop Objectives
What did we get out of the Workshop?
How was the workshop conducted?
What has gone on since then?
Lessons Learned: Workshop Format
Lessons Learned: Technology Evolution
What’s next?
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Workshop Objectives
•

AIST
– Define needs/constraints for tool development to support science investigations
– Socialize concepts associated with Analytic Centers and get refinement
– Try some experiments

•

Science Communities
– Influence definition of Analytic Centers and subsequent coordination of tool
development
– Understand better the value of ML tools in support of science investigations
– Work through an example problem

•

Attendees
– Overview of current technologies in Machine Learning
– Influence Analytic Center concept
– Work through an example problem
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ML Offers Opportunities
•

A more robust understanding of a natural phenomenon or physical process
–
–
–
–

•
•

Relying on conclusions based on 3,000 examples, not 3
Digest massive volumes of observational data
High volume output from high-resolution ES models
Conventional techniques drown ES researchers

Prediction of future state for complex systems from observational data without a
thorough understanding of complex or poorly understood underlying physics
Coordination of elements of a sensor web to target transient and transitional
phenomena
– Leverage emergence of SmallSats
– Autonomy
– Detection of interesting features and re-tasking to observe them

•

Fast comparative OSSEs
–

•

What is the relative value of science for different Observing Systems

Assimilation models which do better at washing out the experimental error while
preserving features and physical anomalies
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What’s it Going to Take?
• Community Acceptance in NASA Earth Science (ES)
– NASA Earth Scientists must understand the processes & algorithms
• “In the field of observation, fortune favors the prepared mind.” – Pasteur
• Collaboration among Earth Scientists, Computer Scientists and Technologists

– Demonstration of value to the science communities
•
•
•
•

New Science
Faster Science
Results backed up by confirmation with legacy techniques
Uncertainty Quantification

– Engagement with NASA ES by experienced ML practitioners

• Improved Data Usability
– Rapid use of the numeric results without significant grooming

• Easy to use tools and credible results
– Need a Framework to integrate tools, data and computation
resources
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An Analytic Center is a way to Focus
• An environment for conducting a Science investigation
– Enables the confluence of resources for that investigation
– Tailored to the individual study area

• Harmonizes data, tools and computational resources to
permit the research community to focus on the investigation
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Reduce the data preparation time to something tolerable
Catalog of optional resources (think HomeDepot shopping)
Semantic-enabled catalog of resources (think Yelp) with help
Relevant publications
Provide established training data sets of varying resolution
Provide effective project confidentiality, integrity and availability
Single sign-on and unified financial tracking
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Analytic Center as a Framework
User
•
•

Data
•
•
•
•
•

Project Definition
Plan for Investigation

Tools

Project Work
Environment

Catalog
NASA DAAC
Other US Govt
Non-US
Local or non-public

Computational
Infrastructure
•

•
•

Storage
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Containers
Thematic model
Metadata/Ontology
Resulting Products
Published data
Provenance

Computing

•
•

Capacity
Capability

Storage
Communications

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discovery & Catalog
Work Management
Data Interfaces
Analytic Tools
Modeling
Collaboration
Visualization
Sharing/ Publication
Local/custom

Computing
•
•
•
•
•

Local systems
High End Computing
Cloud Computing Capability
Quantum Computing
Neuromorphic Computing
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What did we get out of the Workshop?
• ESIP
– Start of discussions in new IT area
– Assessment of Partners interest in ML
– Expansion of community building

• AIST
– New insights into issues in technology adoption
– Identification of holes to be filled
– Collaboration among some new partners
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How was the workshop conducted?
• Invite a diverse mix of domain scientists, machine
learning, application and data experts
– Hydrology (Western States Water)
– Cryosphere (Sea ice classification from space)
– Tropospheric Composition (Air Quality – City of Los Angeles

• Provided substantial read ahead material
– Videos, tutorials and case studies
– Material is still available from ESIP

• Focus workshop on interaction among participants, not
lecture (60 invited, 75 attended)
–
–
–
–

Identify Specific Domain Problems
Job Fair to coalesce teams based on interest
Teams developed, presented proposals, and discussed issues
Follow-on for interested parties
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9 Proposal Team Topics
•

Hydrology
– How to combine machine learning and physical models to predict where water
will be 10 years from now.

•

Cryosphere investigations envisioned:
–
–
–
–

•

Autonomous rover on Greenland and eventually Europa
Surface of sea ice (categorization from space)
Bedrock topography under land ice to predict sea level rise
Acceleration and changes in ice sheets and changes in ice dynamics

Air Quality (AQ) identified the following investigations:
– Improved AQ forecast at high resolution in both spatial and temporal dimensions,
– Characterizing AQ in cities
– Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) -> PM2.5 (atmospheric particulate matter (PM) that
have a diameter of less than 2.5 micrometers) correlation over 11 Western
States for 2008-2014.
– Heat island – how to connect policy goals with implementation and evaluation
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Participant Feedback/Progress

Attendees from the workshop
who want to talk about
their experience and progress
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Lessons Learned: Workshop Format
•

Calibrate expectations on funding up front.
– Particularly true when the proposal metaphor was used
– Have a plan for near-term follow-on funding

•

Announce a more structured agenda ahead of time and clearly
articulate a path for attendees at start of each section
– “This is where we have been, where we are now and where we are going.”

•

Trust issues were identified among potential new collaborators.
– There was expressed a general concern in sharing ideas for fear that a
collaborator might “steal my idea and then drop me as a collaborator.”

•

Event remote access was less than satisfactory to permit true
participation.
– It would be useful to run some exercises to figure out what this would
take. Microphones in the room failed to pick up some participants. It was difficult
for remote participants to insert themselves into the conversation.

•

Expect success when you bring a lot of smart, collaborative people
together and plan out how to leverage that
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Lessons Learned: Technology Issues
• Data Wrangling too time consuming
– Preprocessing archive data files
– Finding data that is available and a lack of awareness
of all the sources
– Lack of quantified uncertainty/quality characteristics
for remotely sensed data
– Missing data from data sets

• Data discovery usually results in using the data
you already know
– It is hard to figure out what the data means
– Wading through dense and difficult documentation
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Lessons Learned: Technology Issues
• The observation scale is sufficiently large to be daunting.
– Data volume is often very large, both current and expected.
– The decision to do analysis computation. The full range of
choices include a workstation, data center cluster, commercial
cloud computing or HPC?
– Combining physical models with machine learning techniques to
yield a better understanding of the phenomenon. In particular,
how to constrain the models?
– Training data issues. They reported that manual construction of
training data sets is not scalable and that there are no/limited
classified observations available.
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Lessons Learned: Technology Gaps
•

Cutting edge machine learning algorithms and techniques need to
be available,
– Packaged in some way to be easily used
– Well understood so as to be usable.
– Community Acceptance

•
•
•
•

Expert system support and online help providing assistance to users
is generally ineffective, unresponsive and lacks needed content.
Techniques need to be developed for working with sparse
environmental training data.
Techniques and tools are needed for combining process (physical)
models with machine learning models in a meaningful way.
Computer security implementations are outdated and uncooperative
with science investigations. Research in making computational
resources secure and yet easily usable would be valuable.
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Lessons Learned: Technology Gaps
• More options are needed in selecting and using Machine
Learning applications.
• Regression and machine learning techniques generally
fail to convey the physicality of the processes being
modeled/forecasted
– Lack acceptance by some science communities
– Without warning labels can be mis-applied
– These shortcomings make it difficult to understand the boundary
conditions.
– More work needs to be done on ML techniques that provide
insight to the physical processes.
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Lessons Learned: Obstacles to Adoption
•

Data wrangling is one of the biggest obstacles to using large volumes data
from different sources.
–
–

•

Data availability is sometimes an obstacle when the data has never have
been published or made accessible.
–

•

•

A roadmap pointing towards all Earth science measurements and access mechanisms to
them would be useful.

Reduce the learning curve for new comers
–
–
–

•
•

This is labor intensive and requires substantial manipulation of the original source data.
Introduces potential for error

A catalog or guide of what Machine Learning tools are available
Advice as to which category of problem they can be applied.
Which techniques are likely to succeed, have heritage, community acceptance, etc.

Specific machine learning methods need help to tackle specific problems.
Existing data handling and processing infrastructure is inadequate to
support capacity demands (including NASA, NSF and institutions),
Expert Assistance without humans in the loop in selecting Machine Learning
algorithms.
–

Sharing experience-based advantages and limitations of each.
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Lessons Learned: Considerations
• Transitioning the knowledge-worker workforce
as their daily activities become more automated
– Goal is to automate and move forward

• Understanding connections between science,
technology and government policy
• How to influence public thinking regarding
science while balancing ethics.
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3 Months since the Workshop
• ESIP Incubator Solicitation and Selection
– 1 Project funded from Workshop

• Many conversations have continued
– Expanded discussions with other colleagues
– ESIP linked NOAA Heat Island mapping to City of LA
Team

• Some projects have self-organized to campaign
for funding to start work on topics
– Sea-Ice Classification at Ames through Tom Wagner

• Some collaborations have formed for other
competitive proposals
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What’s next?
• Further discussion about ESIP role
– Sabino room Thursday at 11:30

• AIST-18 Solicitation
– Release in early November, 2018

• Potential for more workshops to address
other science/application problems?
• How would you like to see this move
forward?
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